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Docket No.: 50-331 April 22, 1992

MEM0PANDUM FOR: Helen Pappas, Chief
Administrative Management Branch
Division of Resource Management

and Administration
Region !!!

FROM: Leif J. Norrholm, Chief
Vendor Inspection Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection

and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

SUBJECT: ACCESS TO RADIOLOGICAL, VITAL, AND PROTECTED AREAS AT DUANE
ARNOLD ENERGY CENTER, REVISION 1

Please forward the folicwing revised information to lowa Electric Light &
Power Company in connection with the visit by the persons listed below of this
office to the Duane Arnold Energy Center facility on May 11-15, 1992.

This certifies that the persons listed below have attended generic physical
security and radiation protection (10 CFR 19.12) training within a one-year
period preceding the planned visit dates indicated and are capable of safe
conduct in a radiologically restricted area. Accordingly, they should be
granted unescorted access to all plant radiological areas, except those
requiring respiratory protection, following the site-specific information
briefing and security badging.

This also certifies that these persons are employees of the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. To my knowledge, they do not exhibit adverse character
traits or aberrant behavior. Their Q access authorization means that they
have been screened to the national level (including a criminal records check);
no disqualifying offenses were noted. Trustworthiness was determined by a
review of their employment records. On this basis, I recommend that they be
granted unescorted access to the vital and protected areas of the facility.

A Q access authorization normally is based on a favorable full-field
background investication conducted by the Office of Personnel Management
(0PM), the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), or another U.S. Government
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agency that conducts personnel security investigations. A full-field I

investigation, as a minimum, covers the previous 5 years and includes a credit |

check, a check of local law enforcement agencies, as well as appropriate
educational institution (s), and personnel interviews with the subject,
supervisors, co-workers, neighbors, persons given as references, educators, or
other personnel, if appropriate, it also includes a check of the records and
files of various national agencies, including OPM, FBI fingerprint, criminal,
and subversive files, and of other agencies (e.g., Ocpartment of Defense,
Central Intelligence Agency, ar.J Immigration and Naturalization Service), as
appropriate.

An L access authorization for NRC employees is based on a check of records and
files of various national agencies, including OPH, FBI fingerprint, criminal
and subversive files, and other agencies (e.g., Department of Defense, Central
Intelligence Agency, and Immigration and Naturalization Service), as
appropriate, in addition, written inquiries are made to persons given as
references, as well as to employers, supervisors, educational institutions,
and to the local law enforcement agencies in those areas in which the
individual has resided or worked within the last 5 years.

The following specific security clearance information is provided.

MA_ti[ B!@l[ CLEARAN({ 31(j

; Robert L. Pettis Jr. A-6585 0
Stephen D. Alexander A-6010 Q
Stuart Magruder B-6721 L

Billy H. Rogers 8-7392 L

* Larry L. Campbell B-6445 L

Also participating with the inspection team will be Ronald Langstaff of
Region 111.
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Leif J. Norrholm, Chief
Vendor Inspection branch
Division of Reactor Inspection

and Safeguards
| Office of Nuclear Reactnr Regulation
| * REVISION 1 to April 17, 1992 letter
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supervisors, co-workers, neig,bors, persons given as references, educators, or
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files of various national agencies, including OPM, fB1 fingerprint, criminal,
and subversive files, and cf other agencies (e.g., Department of Defense,
Central Intelligence Agency, and Immigration and Naturalization Service), as
appropriate.

An L access authorization for NRC employees is based on a check of records and
files of various national agencies, including OPM, fB1 fingerprint, criminal
and subversive files, and other agencies (e.g., Department of Defense, Central
Intelligence Agency, and Immigration and Naturalization Service), as
appropriate. In addition, written inquiries are made to persons given as
references, as well as to employers, supervisors, educational institutions,
and to the local law enforcement agencies in those areas in which the
individual has resided or worked within the last 5 years.

The following specific security clearance information is provided.
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Leif J. Norrholm, Chief
Vendor Inspection Branch
Division of Reactor Inspection

and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
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